Patrick - Darlie had her trial. She surely would present whatever evidence she wanted to. She surely could face her accuser. She surely could testify in her own defense. She was able to sit there and and holler out that the prosecutor was a "LIAR!" (probably not the smartest move ahead her part. The evidence was

clear: Darlie is guilty. The court was smart enough to grant her request to alter the precise location of the trial.

I'd love to see Cocky Bastard as a movie! Sort of like Thelma and Louise... but in romance!Thank you!

My sentiments EXACTLY!

Wikipedia can be your friend

Hey, Dani, Razing Grace Part 2 will undoubtedly be out January 17th :)
In college I read this book’s Hindi translation by Amrit Rai. I loved this book then. I want to re-read it in Hindi but unable to find it online. Can someone help where can I get this book in Hindi? Will we find out all of Rezkin’s rules by the end of the series? There are at least 20 and we only know ~35 of them by the third book. Erik would you please let me know the reading order of the Pax Imperium books? Will the book be narrated from Karyn’s/Zyr’s pov? Why did you decide to make his hair ...er... knee-length? Do anyone know how many of the series characters there are in this? Thanks. 4) Do you figure out the plot of the whole series before writing each book? Won’t someone PLEASE contact Robert Earl and ask him to PLEASE call me at 305-613-6744 or rely by email to me at miamilawyr@gmail.com about speaking to the Pinecrest Rotary Club at an upcoming meeting? He was the overwhelming choice of the members in 2 recent surveys to speak to the club. Hello! I am from Philippines. Is there any way I can have a copy of this book? When is the new book “One with You” due out? (Crossfire books) as I’ve just read all the other books and I’m really looking forward to this book coming out. This is more a comment than a question, I discovered your Eternity spring series and I am on book 3.5. I have to say I love their stories and lives interact. Looking forward to reading the others. How many more books to the series? I know that Nick Cutter and Nick Carraway have been getting a lot of attention for your recent horror efforts, and you are good friends... Any chance of a future collaboration like Stephen King and Peter Straub? Kid S Box 5 Pupil S Book 1) What are your cats’ names? Is Mia Chinese-American? I got the impression that she was but I could not find any specific references to her or Pearl’s race. Considering the Hulu series deal just made, is she supposed to be black? (Kerry Washington could likely play her) Do they have these in English? If so, how many? I love How to Be a Normal Person, and I was wondering if you had any recommendations for other books (movies, or anything really) representing asexuality? If not, thank you so much for Casey anyways. If you are wondering if I am looking forward to that series, it was share to have to wait 3-5 years for more Royce & Hadrian. Is this in any way based on the alleged new evidence about Anna Anderson being Anastasia? 1) What started you on the writer’s path? Is Nick Carraway transgender? I couldn’t tell. What led you to write your well-received book about Kitty Genovese, Catherine? It’s on my to-read list. Your little friend from IC, Laura Suttell. By the way, Janette, I will totally read this for you if you want. :) Do you need another set of eyes on it? What others by Matt Haig are good? For how many books do you see the Powder Mage universe going for? Can’t wait for Sins of Empire to be heading to my bookstore first thing in the morning! 

Hi, wanted to ask what this book’s age rating is? Can a 13 year old read it? I just finished read The Deal and I loved it. I loved Hannah and Garrett couple and I’ll definitely read The Mistake and The Score soon, is something I need to know before. Logan has a thing for Welsy? Or had? (I know the second book is him) but I have to know it now :) what does the book talk about i haven’t read it yet because i was a book called (girl online) by Zoe Sugg https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07W6GBD24/ref_=pe_3052080_276849420 What can change the nature of a man? 
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